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Rooftop agriculture is reshaping views of nutrition,
equity, and urban placemaking. This presentation
highlights recent design innovations that enable
landscape architects to achieve increasingly
diverse urban agricultural solutions, from
production-focused rooftop farms to biophilic,
skyline polycultures. Case studies by design and
construction professionals will be discussed.

speakers
Molly Meyer is the CEO & Founder of Omni Ecosystems™ and
the CEO & Co-Founder of The Roof Crop. She founded Omni
with the mission to democratize access to natural spaces,
and to create an organization that continuously engages in
bold endeavors. She co-founded The Roof Crop to provide
professional farming service and quality local food and
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‘farmland’. Molly earned her BS and MS from Stanford
University and was a Bosch Fellow working in the German
green roof industry. Her background couples her academic
training in systems problem-solving and biogeochemical
research with field experience in construction means and
methods.

Brendan is a certified GRP with over fifteen years of project
management and implementation experience in the construction
industry. His expertise is grounded in a decade of experience
with Clivus Multrum of New England, specializing in
innovative, onsite wastewater engineering. His transition
into the green roof industry allows him to combine his
passion for plants with his construction management
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experience. As co-founder and director of field operations
at Recover, Brendan oversees the design and construction
teams to generate innovative solutions for clients and guide
crews to achieve quality craftsmanship on a broad range of
green roof projects throughout the Northeast.

Lauren Mandel, PLA, ASLA is a landscape architect and
integrative researcher at Andropogon, where she pursues
her passion for productive infrastructure through design,
research, and writing. Lauren is a well-seasoned green roof
designer, a former organic farm worker, and one of the
foremost authorities on rooftop agriculture. She authored
“EAT UP: The Inside Scoop on Rooftop Agriculture” (New
Society Publishers, 2013), the first full-length book about
rooftop food production, and is a contributing writer for
Landscape Architecture Magazine and Urban Farm. Lauren
holds a Master of Landscape Architecture from the University of
Pennsylvania and a B.A. in Environmental Science.
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learning
objectives
Understand the history of rooftop farming in North
America through relevant data.
notes

notes

notes

notes

Learn how landscape architects can leverage
rooftop gardens for more holistic and biophilic
design.

Explore new rooftop farm systems using several
case studies.

Develop an understanding of considerations in
designing, installing, and maintaining an efficient
rooftop farm.

expanding
industry
layered
benefits
•
•
•

•
•
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Stormwater
management
Pollinator foraging
habitat
Decreased albedo /
evapotranspiration
/ Urban Heat Island
reduction
Building performance
Sustainability rating
systems
•
LEED v3: 1 point
(BD+C, ID+C,
O+M, Schools)
•
SITES v2: 3-4
points (Site Design
/ HHWB / 6.7
Provide On-Site
Food Production)
•
LBC: requirement
(Place Petal / 02.
Urban Agriculture
Imperative)

diverse
apporaches
•
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•
•
•

Containers, raised
beds, row farming,
hydroponics
Decision tree
No one size fits all
More research and
communication
needed to enhance
evidence-based
design

fenway
farms
design
considerations

Fenway Farms was
designed as part of an
ongoing campaign by
the Boston Red Sox to
inspire individual and
community health and
wellness for Red Sox
Nation. Client needed
a lightweight system
because of winter load
constraints: A modular
system was created. An
organic ultra lightweight
compost-based growing
media and smart
irrigation system made
this project our most
productive rooftop farm
at the time.

impact

The farm grows over
6,000 pounds of organic
produce annually
during the three-season
operation, and is
viewable by some 2.9
million visitors. Harvested
crops such as arugula,
lettuce, tomatoes,
peppers, eggplants,
herbs, and potatoes are
selected by EMC Club
Kitchen chefs for use in
salads and fresh side
dishes, as well as for
use by street-side food
vendors.
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mcarthur/
mccollum building
design
considerations

The client needed an
ultra-lightweight system
to satisfy structural
requirements, but also
wanted more biodiversity
and plant height than
a standard sedum roof
could offer.

impact
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Contributes to HBS’s
stormwater management
plan by slowing and
storing stormwater that
would otherwise wash
into the Charles River.
The biodiverse meadow
roof is a great habitat for
the honeybee colonies
located in two hives on
the roof. While not a
food-production-focused
roof, the school is open
to experimentation when
the situation arises:
When seed-grown
daikon radishes started
popping up on the roof,
we harvested 400lbs
for dining services to
prepare for students and
faculty.

studio gang
wheat prairie
design
considerations

The client wanted a
native prairie green roof
inspired by Illinois natural
ecology and required an
ultra-lightweight solution
for use on this existing
historic building. Wheat
was seeded in fall 2015
as a cold-hardy cover
crop, intended to protect
the soil ecosystem
through winter until the
prairie could establish.
By spring 2016, a robust,
harvestable wheat field
had matured.
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impact

Resulted in the firstknown rooftop wheat
harvest. A 3,000-squarefoot section of green
roof yielded 66 pounds
of high-quality pastry
flour which was baked
into chocolate chip
cookies. This wheat
production metric can
inform future green roof
grain ventures. Scaled
to a 10,000-square-foot
green roof, a single grain
harvest could produce
200 pounds of flour,
yielding 1,066 bottles of
beer or 23,560 chocolate
chip cookies.
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boston
medical center
design
considerations

The client is committed to
sustainability and takes
an integrative approach
to health. Farm was
designed for maximum
growth potential using
a modular, raised-bed
growing system that
includes compost media
and smart irrigation.

impact
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The farm produces
thousands of pounds
of fresh produce
for patients and the
hospital’s Preventative
Food Pantry. Additionally,
the farm is visible by
patients, providing
psychological benefits
and visual connection to
their food.

the roof
crop
design
considerations

The Roof Crop is a
10,000-square-foot green
roof farm growing in an
ultra-lightweight system
on a building built in the
1920s. The farm is a
focal point of the building
which was designed with
input from farm managers
and with consideration
of the flow of harvests.
Harvested food and
florals are processed in
an on-site clean room
and distributed to local
chefs or used in a line of
handmade apothecary
products.

impact

The farm produces
more than 50 unique
crops including apples,
eggplants, green beans,
peppers, raspberries,
and radishes. This
first location for The
Roof Crop serves as a
demonstration garden
and experimentation
rooftop for trialling plants
and farming methods.
The Roof Crop now farms
an additional 8 rooftop
farms on buildings in
Chicago, with more in
development.
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